Eye contact provides a communicative link between humans, prompting joint attention. As spontaneous brain activity might have an important role in the coordination of neuronal processing within the brain, their inter-subject synchronization might occur during eye contact. To test this, we conducted simultaneous functional MRI in pairs of adults. Eye contact was maintained at baseline while the subjects engaged in real-time gaze exchange in a joint attention task. Averted gaze activated the bilateral occipital pole extending to the right posterior superior temporal sulcus, the dorso-medial prefrontal cortex, and the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus. Following a partner's gaze toward an object activated the left intraparietal sulcus. After all the task-related effects were modeled out, inter-individual correlation analysis of residual time-courses was performed. Paired subjects showed more prominent correlations than non-paired subjects in the right inferior frontal gyrus, suggesting that this region is involved in sharing intention during eye contact that provides the context for joint attention.
been studied extensively, often highlighting the importance of the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS). Bilateral removal of the STS region in macaques produces impaired perception of gaze direction without significantly affecting facial identity perception (Heywood and Cowey, 1992) . Recent human functional MRI (fMRI) studies have identified the involvement of the pSTS and the adjacent middle and superior temporal gyri in social perception through eye movement (Allison et al., 2000) . Gaze processing extends well beyond the STS to include the amygdala (Kawashima et al., 1999; George et al., 2001) , the inferior temporal (Wicker et al., 1998) , parietal (Wicker et al., 1998; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000; Hooker et al., 2003; Mosconi et al., 2005; Calder et al., 2007) , medial prefrontal, and anterior cingulate cortices (Calder et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2005) , and other frontal regions (Hooker et al., 2003; Mosconi et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005; Bristow et al., 2007) . These different regions seem to process different aspects of the visual and social properties of gaze. Other regions of relevance include the temporal areas implicated in face perception (i.e., the fusiform gyrus and STS), the fronto-parietal attention regions (i.e., the superior parietal lobule [SPL] and frontal eye field [FEF] ), and areas implicated in emotion and social cognition (i.e., the amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex [mPFC] ) (Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009 ). Thus, research in gaze processing is now outlining the neural basis of social attention, the cognitive components of which include the directing of social attention, attention shifting, processing of emotional reactions, and attribution of mental states.
IntroductIon
Humans possess remarkable social attention capability, which allows us to detect other people's focus of attention, orient our own attention to the same location, and draw inferences regarding their goals (Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009) . Eye contact and joint attention are prominent examples of social attention. Eye contact provides the main mode of establishing a communicative link between humans (Farroni et al., 2002) . Joint attention refers to the ability to "coordinate attention between interactive social partners with respect to objects or events in order to share an awareness of the objects or events" (Mundy et al., 1986) . Joint attention engages the mechanisms involved in the attribution of intentions and goals to others, generally known as theoryof-mind (Baron-Cohen et al., 1996) . Joint attention emerges as early as 6-12 months of age (Corkum and Moore, 1998) . Lack of joint attention is one of the most reliable early abnormalities in children with autism (Baron-Cohen et al., 1996) . According to the model proposed by Baron-Cohen (1995) , joint attention is composed of intention detection (ID), eye-direction detection (EDD), a shared attention mechanism (SAM), and a theory-ofmind mechanism (ToMM). ID is equivalent to the animacy percept (i.e., to identify something as an agent). EDD is important to accomplish the dyadic representation specifying the intentional relation between the agent and object through gaze direction, and SAM can integrate the dyadic representation and the self 's current perceptual state to build a triadic representation. Neural substrates of social attention, particularly through eye gaze, have "Stay tuned": inter-individual neural synchronization during mutual gaze and joint attention However, much of the previous work on social attention has been conducted using static images or schematic stimuli. Experiments on social attention perception using dynamic stimuli are needed to establish the role of these regions in processing stimuli that are more naturalistic (Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009) . Furthermore, there are no reported neuroimaging studies of the simultaneous measurement of the brain activities of two persons engaged in actual eye contact and joint attention with inter-subjective sharing.
At the psychological level, the state of eye contact is regarded as sharing the intention in the action of looking (Searle, 2001) . As the gaze direction explicitly indicates the target of the attention, eye contact is also regarded as sharing the attention directed toward one another. Furthermore, eye contact is related to emotion sharing. Human infants and adults interact with one another dyadically by looking, touching, smiling, and vocalizing toward each other in turn-taking sequences, called protoconversations, that are held together by the exchange of emotions (Trevarthen, 1979; Hobson, 2002) . During protoconversations, infants gaze into the eyes of the partner face-to-face in what is called mutual gazing. This face-toface visual engagement is a universal feature of adult-infant interactions within the human species (Keller et al., 1988; Trevarthen, 1993) . Thus, eye contact is implicated in the sharing of various psychological states, making inter-subjectivity possible.
The shared space of the common psychological ground obtained by eye contact might provide a communicative context in which joint attention can be initiated (Farroni et al., 2002) . This is implied by the fact that the adult's initial eye contact prior to looking at an object is the critical cue to indicate joint attention, seen in infants as young as 9 months old (Striano et al., 2006) . Thus, to investigate the neural mechanisms of inter-subjective sharing such as eye contact and joint attention, it is crucial to evaluate the neural activities of the two people facing each other.
Brain function could be conceptualized as an operating-on-itsown system with external factors modulating rather than determining the operation of the system, in contrast to the perspective that it is an input-output system primarily driven by interaction with the external world . Support for the intrinsic perspective on brain function comes from studies of intrinsic brain activity, or activity present even in the absence of task performance or stimuli. This intrinsic brain activity is not random noise, but is specifically correlated between related neurons (Tsodyks et al., 1999) and cortical columns (Kenet et al., 2003) , and within widely distributed neuro-anatomical systems (Biswal et al., 1995; Lowe et al., 1998; Hampson et al., 2002; Greicius et al., 2003; Fox et al., 2005) . Given this spatial organization at multiple levels, intrinsic brain activity might have an important role in coordination of neuronal processing within the brain . Expanding this concept, we speculate that their inter-subject synchronization might represent the inter-subject sharing of psychological states during eye contact.
We hypothesized that the eye-contact-specific, psychologically shared state, in which the individuals "stay tuned" (Nishitani et al., 2005) , is neurally represented by the inter-subject correlation of the intrinsic brain activities. In the case of joint attention, eye contact provides the common psychological ground for the sharing intention upon which joint attention could be initiated by the eye movement of the counterpart, which in turn elicits the taskrelated activation. Thus, the state of sharing through eye contact is expected to be represented by the synchronization of the intrinsic neural activity after the elimination of the task-related-activation component (Fox et al., 2006) . By comparing the pair-specific correlation of the intrinsic brain activity during eye contact with that of non-paired subjects who are not in eye contact, we should be able to depict the neural substrates of the shared intentional state over and above the stimulus-driven effects.
To test this hypothesis, we conducted simultaneous fMRI (hyper-scanning) of two subjects (Montague et al., 2002) while they were engaged in joint attention tasks with eye contact as the baseline. Joint attention was functionally defined as the reciprocal attending to the same object by two persons, i.e., when one partner follows the direction of the other's gaze toward that object in space (Materna et al., 2008) . We depicted the neural synchronization by the inter-subject correlation of the "innovations." The innovations are the residual time-courses of the neural activities obtained by modeling out the task-related effects and other confounding effects. Innovation is the term that is used for the residual of a dynamical model, in which the system depends on its past. The innovation of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals is thought to include task-non-specific neural fluctuations, corresponding to spontaneous brain activity . Thus, the innovation is a useful source of intrinsic dynamic information within different brain regions (Riera et al., 2004; Fair et al., 2007) . Previously, variance/covariance structures of innovation processes of multiple regions of the brain were suggested to represent inter-regional neuronal connectivity (Riera et al., 2004) , which is a dynamic generalization of the standard connectivity analysis by means of correlations. We applied this concept to the inter-subject neural synchronization. We made use of the correlations between pairs of innovations at voxels in different brain regions to construct measures that summarized interpersonal influences. In the design of the present study, the baseline was the eye-contact condition. Thus, the interpersonal correlation of the innovations of the paired persons, compared with those of the non-paired persons, represented the eye contact effect.
MaterIals and Methods

PartIcIPants
Sixty-six healthy male volunteers (age = 23.6 ± 3.7 [mean ± SD] years; 1.5T, n = 33 [age = 23.8 ± 4.0]; 3T, n = 33 [age = 23.3 ± 3.7]) participated in this study. The MRI data for 14 pairs were excluded due to technical difficulties with the MRI or eye camera, so that 19 pairs were used for further analysis (1.5T, n = 19 [age = 25.6 ± 4.8]; 3T, n = 19 [age = 23.8 ± 3.5]). Fifteen pairs had never seen the partner before the fMRI experiment whereas four pairs of participants had had some exposure to each other (average of exposure period = 3.4 years). All participants were right-handed according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . None of the participants had a history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The protocol was approved by the ethical committee of Fukui University (Japan), and the experiments were undertaken in compliance with national legislation and the Code of Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects of the World Medical Association (the Declaration of Helsinki). All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study.
The subjects performed the joint attention task by exchanging their eye-gaze information in real time. In the MRI scanner, the other participant's eyes were presented on the upper half of the screen, and two ball targets were displayed at both ends of the screen in the lower half. Thus, the ball targets and the eyes of the partner were presented to the participants on both scanners at the same time (Figure 1 , bottom). The task was to look at one of the ball targets cued either by the eye movement of the partner or by the change in color of the ball target.
There were two types of runs depending on the cue-response behavior. During concordant runs, participants were required to shift their gaze to the cued target. During discordant runs, participants were asked to shift their gaze to the opposite side to where the target appeared. Explicit instructions were given to both subjects at the start of each run.
In concordant runs, four tasks were configured by three types of the ball cue presentation (Figure 2) . As the first type, the ball cue was provided to one participant. Here, following eye contact exPerIMental desIgn and task Procedure
To measure the neural activation during the on-line exchange of eye signals between the pairs of participants, two MRI scanners were combined with an infrared eye-tracking system (NAC Image Technology Inc., Tokyo, Japan) (Figure 1, top) . Infrared cameras captured video images of each participant's eyes and eyebrows, which were transferred to a personal computer (Dimension 9200, Dell Computer Co., Round Rock, TX, USA). The visual stimuli of the ball targets generated by Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) and the images of the participant's faces around their eyes were combined by a screen splitter (MV-40F, FOR-A, Tokyo, Japan). The combined visual stimuli were projected using a liquid crystal display (LCD) projector (TH-AE900, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan) onto a halftransparent screen that sat on the scanner bed approximately 304 and 255 cm from the participant's eyes, and were presented at a visual angle of 7.1° × 10.4° on both the 1.5T and 3T screens.
FIguRe 1 | Schematic diagram of the "hyper-scan." Near-infrared eye-tracking systems implemented onto two MRI scanners (1.5T and 3.0T) captured video images of each participant's eyes and eyebrows, which were transferred to the screen splitter (A and A′) that bound them to the computer-generated visual stimuli (B and B′). The combined images were projected onto the screen in front of the counterpart through the projector (C and C′). The data for pupils were used to calculate the position of the gaze (D and D'). The other participant's eyes were presented on the upper half of the screen, and the computer-generated images of balls were displayed at both ends of the screen in the lower half (bottom). The timing of the MRI scanning and the stimulus presentation were synchronized by the pulse signal from the controller of the eye-tracking system to the two MRI scanners and the PC for the presentation of visual stimuli (top, green line).
The four task conditions, ES and BS during concordant runs, and EN and BN during discordant runs, were contrasted with each control condition (SBNc for concordant runs and SBNd for discordant runs), which constituted a 2 (cue, eye vs. ball) × 2 (attention, sharing vs. non-sharing) design. All condition effects described above were modeled out within the framework of a general linear model to generate the innovation.
MrI data acquIsItIon
A time-course series of 85 volumes was acquired using interleaved T2 * -weighted, gradient echo, echo planar imaging (EPI) sequences using a 1.5 Tesla MR imager (Signa Excite, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and an eight-element phased-array head coil. Each volume consisted of 34 axial slices, each 4.0 mm thick with no gap, to cover the entire cerebral cortex and cerebellum. The time interval between two successive acquisitions of the same image was 3,000 ms with a flip angle of 90° and a 45-ms echo time (TE). The field of view (FOV) was 192 mm and the in-plane matrix size was 64 × 64 pixels. For anatomical reference, 3D spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR; TR = 33 ms, TE = 3.0 ms, FA = 30°, FOV = 240 mm, matrix size = 256 × 192 pixels, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, a total of 112 transaxial images) images were obtained for each participant. Identical procedures were performed with a 3 Tesla MR imager (Signa Excite) and an eight-element phased-array head coil, except for the 30 ms TE for EPI imaging.
A longer TE for 1.5 T (45 ms) was chosen to minimize the difference in the task-related signal change by 3 T (TE = 30 ms). The TE that optimizes the contrast when performing gradient echo fMRI is that which maximizes the difference between two exponential decay rates (the value for 1/T2 * during rest vs. the value for 1/T2 * during activation). This maximization occurs when the TE is for 2,000 ms with two red balls in the lower half of the screen, one of the balls in front of one participant (say, P) changed to blue for 2,500 ms. The participant P was required to shift his gaze to the changed ball as soon as possible. The counterpart (say, Q) was asked to gaze at the ball (which from his or her perspective does not change in color) that P attended to. Then, the balls on both sides disappeared for 500 ms, at which point the participants returned to joint eye contact. As participants P and Q watched the same ball target, P underwent ball-cued shared attention (ball-share [BS] ) and Q underwent eye-cued shared attention (eye-share [ES]). As the second type, the ball cue was provided to both participants simultaneously. In this case, following eye contact for 2,000 ms with two red balls in the lower half of the screen, one of the balls in front of both participants changed to blue simultaneously, but on different sides, for 2,500 ms. The participants were required to shift their gaze to the changed ball. Thus, both participants underwent simultaneously ball-cued non-shared attention (simultaneous ball-non-share during concordant run [SBNc]). As the third type, no ball cue was provided on either side. Eye contact (EC) trials started with eye contact without any ball cue; thus, the participants continued to hold eye contact for 4,500 ms, followed by the balls disappearing for 500 ms (not shown in Figure 2) . During discordant runs, the participants were asked to shift their gaze to the opposite side where the target appeared. The set-up was identical to the concordant runs. Thus, when the ball cue was provided to one side, P underwent ball-cued non-shared attention (ball-non-share [BN]), and Q underwent gaze-cued non-shared attention (eye-non-share [EN] ). When the ball cue was provided to both sides, both participants simultaneously underwent ballcued non-sharing attention (simultaneous ball-non-share during discordant run [SBNd] ). To subtract the effect of the task-related activity, all of the conditions described above were modeled into the design matrix, and then the effect sizes of the modeled regressors were estimated. By default, SPM5 estimation did not save the residual image at each volume, and we therefore modified the program "spm_spm.m" to obtain them. In order to acquire the innovation for each voxel, residuals were concatenated with all runs. First, initial two time points of each run were discarded because of the AR order used in SPM5. Correlation of the innovations between the same coordinate positions (x, y, z) of two subjects was calculated in each and every voxel using an in-house program developed with MATLAB 2006b. Then, the correlation value was transformed to the z-score (standardized value) using Fisher's r-to-z transform. An image that contained the z-score of every voxel was generated in each pair. All possible combinations of the pair (i.e., 19 × 19 = 361 pairs) were generated and divided into two groups: 19 combinations in which the two subjects participated in the experiment simultaneously ("pair" group), and 342 combinations in which they did not ("non-pair" group). To compare "pair" with "non-pair" correlations, the two-sample t-test was applied using the z-score images within the framework of random-effects analysis in SPM5 (Friston et al., 1999) . The statistical threshold was set at P < 0.05 with a correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level for the entire brain (Friston et al., 1996) . results Two-way repeated-measures (rm) ANOVA incorporating the cue effect (eye vs. ball) and sharing effect showed that the reaction time (RT) of the ball cue (475 ± 74 ms) was significantly shorter than that of the eye cue (659 ± 132 ms) (cue effect, F(1, 37) = 96.3, P < 0.001; sharing effect, F(1, 37) = 0.109, P = 0.743; interaction, F(1, 37) = 17.1, P <0.001). When eye was the cue, the sharing effect was not significant (t(37) = 2.09, P = 0.088, paired t-test with Bonferroni correction), whereas ball cueing showed a significant sharing effect (t(37) = -4.66, P <0.001, paired t-test with Bonferroni correction) (Figure 3) . The RTs of the BS and BN conditions were similar to those of SBNc and SBNd, respectively. similar to the resting T2 * . The T2 * of the brain tissue become progressively shorter as a function of increasing static magnetic-field strength: at 1.5 T, the T2 * is about 50-60 ms and at 3 T, it is about 30-40 ms, depending on the quality of the shim, and sometimes on the spatial resolution (Bandettini, 2001) . In preliminary fMRI experiments with visual photic stimulation, the stimulus-related activation of the visual cortex was saturated at a 30 ms TE for 3 T, whereas it linearly increased up to 60 ms for 1.5 T. The stimulusrelated activation of the visual cortex caused by 3 T at 30 ms was 11.5% larger than that caused by 1.5 T at 45 ms, 4.8% at 50 ms, and 2.5% at 55 ms. To keep the signal defects and image distortion caused by susceptibility artifacts within an acceptable level, we chose TE = 45 ms for 1.5 T and 30 ms for 3 T.
IMage PreProcessIng
The first five volumes of each fMRI run were discarded to allow for stabilization of the magnetization, and the remaining 80 volumes per run (a total of 480 volumes per participant) were used for the analysis. The data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping with SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) implemented in MATLAB 2006b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) (Friston et al., 1995a,b) . After correcting for differences in slice-timing within each image volume, all of the volumes were realigned for motion correction. The whole-head 3D SPGR volume was co-registered with the EPI volume of the sixth scan. The sixth EPI volume was normalized to the Montréal Neurological Institute (MNI) T2
* image template using a non-linear basis function. The same parameters were applied to all of the EPI volumes, which were spatially smoothed in three dimensions using an 8-mm full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
statIstIcal analysIs
Statistical analysis in the present study was conducted at two levels. First, the individual task-related activation was evaluated. Second, the summary data for each individual were incorporated into a second-level analysis using a random-effects model (Friston et al., 1999) to make inferences at a population level. At first, the timecourse signal for each participant was modeled using a box-car function convolved with a hemodynamic-response function, run effect, and high-pass filtering (128 s). To test hypotheses about regionally specific condition effects, the estimates for each of the model parameters were compared with the linear contrasts. Then, the weighted sum of the parameter estimates in the individual analysis constituted "contrast" images, which were used for the group analysis (Friston et al., 1999) . Contrast images obtained via individual analysis represented the normalized task-related increment of the MR signal relative to the control conditions of each participant. Incorporating the contrast images of ES vs. SBNc, BS vs. SBNc, EN vs. SBNd, and BN vs. SBNd, that were labeled as ES′, BS′, EN′, and BN′, respectively, we conducted a three-way ANOVA with the non-sphericity correction to detect the main effects, i.e., cue (Eye vs. Ball), attention (Sharing vs. Non-sharing), scanner effect (1.5 T vs. 3 T), and their interaction. The resulting set of voxel values for each contrast constituted a statistical parametric map of the t statistic (SPM{t}). The threshold for SPM{t} was set at P < 0.05, with a correction for multiple comparisons at the voxel level for the entire brain (Friston et al., 1996) . Inter-individual neural synchronization residuals themselves. Another problem with the SPM approach is the constraints on the hemodynamic-response function, which might sometimes lead to a severe mismatch between the anticipated deterministic response and the actual response (Riera et al., 2004) . To confirm the correlation results obtained from SPM innovations, we estimated the intrinsic autocorrelation directly in the timeseries data of the particular voxel by another method: a modified version of NN-ARx (Riera et al., 2004) known as the AutoRegressive with eXogenous variable (ARx) model. ARx is a first-order linear approach, which comprises an AR component and a linear filter to the exogenous stimuli, allowing for the transformation of the data into innovations. It estimates the order of the AR component (i.e., how many instants of time in the past are necessary to explain the activity of the voxel at time t), the order of the influence of the past of the exogenous stimulus plus the delay, and the order for the non-linear drift component (i.e., the grade of the polynomial that best explains the drift must be selected).
The time-series data for the right IFG (x = 44, y = 26, z = −6), using the local maximum depicted by SPM analysis of the correlation of the residual times series (Table 3) , were obtained from pre-processed (slice-timing correction, realignment, spatial normalization, and spatial smoothing with SPM5) images using MarsBar software 1 . Because of the smoothness of the data (full width at half maximum [FWHM] = ∼8 mm), the local maximum should reflect the characteristics of the surrounding areas. The run effect and slow drift of each time series was removed using the "detrend" function implemented with MATLAB 2006b. The ranges of AR order, the delayed response to the stimulus (scan), the order of the influence of the past of the exogenous stimulus (scan), and the trend grade were set as 1∼3, 1∼2, 1∼2, and 0∼1, respectively, the A two-way rmANOVA incorporating cue effect (eye vs. ball) and sharing effect on the accuracy did not show any significant main effect or interaction (cue effect, F(1, 37) = 0.26, P = 0.61; sharing effect, F(1, 37) = 2.48, P = 0.12; interaction, F(1, 37) = 0.71, P = 0.44). The accuracy was 98.3 ± 2.9% for the ball cue and 98.0 ± 2.9% for the eye cue.
Regarding the neural activation, the main effects of eye cueing by means of the contrast of (ES′ + EN′) − (BS′ + BN′) were found in the visual cortices including the bilateral occipital pole, the right MT/ V5 extending to the fusiform gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus, and the right pSTS (Figure 4; Table 1 ). The eye-cueing effect was also observed in the posterior rostral medial frontal cortex (prMFC), and the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), more prominently in the right hemisphere. The interaction between eye movement and the sharing of attention toward the object by means of the contrast of (ES′ − EN′) − (BS′ − BN′) was found in the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Figure 5; Table 2) .
A comparison of "pair" and "non-pair" correlations showed that the correlation of the right IFG between the two brains was more prominent in the "paired" group than that in the "non-paired" group ( Figure 6 ; Table 3 ).
In SPM5, the temporal autocorrelation was treated by partitioning the data covariance using restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) (Friston et al., 2007) . ReML allows the simultaneous estimation of model parameters and hyperparameters, and can be employed with any temporal autocorrelation model. SPM5 uses an "AR(1) + white noise" model (Purdon and Weisskoff, 1998) with an autoregressive (AR) error term. As iterative schemes like ReML have a high computational demand when performed at each voxel, the data were pooled over voxels in order to estimate the hyperparameters in a single iterative procedure (Friston et al., 2007) . If the temporal autocorrelation varies over voxels (Zarahn et al., 1997) , pooling might affect the Brodmann's areas labels were assigned by the standardized atlas by Talairach and Tournoux (1988) The power spectrum of the ARx innovation at (44, 26, −6) did not show any prominent peaks ( Figure 7A) . The between-subject correlation was significantly more prominent in the paired group than that in non-paired group (P < 0.001, two-sample t-test; Figure 7B ). The synchronization between non-pairs was small but also significant (t(341) = 4.228, P < 0.001, one-sample t-test). The same results were obtained at other local maxima within the cluster in the right IFG shown in Table 3 .
dIscussIon
PerforMance
The RT to ball cueing was shorter than that to eye cueing. This might suggest that the neural mechanisms underlying the response to these cues are different. During ball cueing, when a peripherally-presented ranges of which were the default values determined by Riera et al. (2004) . A corrected version of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used for model selection (Riera et al., 2004) .
After estimation, we obtained the residual time series as innovations. First, three time points of each run were removed because of the maximum of the AR order used in ARx. We calculated the correlations of these innovations for all possible combinations of the pairs (i.e., 19 × 19 = 361 pairs), then transformed them to z-scores using Fisher's r-to-z transform. The pairs were divided into two groups: 19 pairs in which the two subjects participated in the experiment simultaneously (the paired group), and 342 pairs (the non-paired group) in which they did not. To compare "paired" and "non-paired" correlations, two-sample t-tests were applied using the z-scores with SPSS software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). data, but had several distinct quantitative differences, in terms of the inter-regional connectivity (Fair et al., 2007) . Given the linear addition of task-related activity on top of the persistent resting spontaneous activity (Fox et al., 2006) , the adequate removal of the taskinduced variance for functional connectivity should have yielded a correlation profile similar to "continuous" resting-state data. Fair et al. (2007) speculated that inter-regional correlations might be altered during task states such that correlated spontaneous neural activity is strengthened in task-induced areas and weakened in nontask-induced areas. In the present study, the baseline condition was characterized by eye contact. In this regard, the innovation of each participant was related to the state of looking at other's eye that was not the task itself. Small but significant correlation of non-pair group may represent this state that is common across all participants. Thus, significant difference between pair and non-pair group reflects the face-to-face interaction, specifically the eye contact effect. Eye contact implies the sharing of various psychological states. In the present study, the paired subjects shared the intentional relation from the self to the agent ("I look at you"), and from the agent to the self ("You look at me"). Therefore, the between-subject correlation of the innovation suggests that the role of the right IFG is related to the between-subject sharing of the intentional relation. This sharing might create a context that enhances the detection of the communicative intent emitted with the eye movement , making possible collaborative activities with shared goals (in the present study, looking at the same objects). The neural synchronization of the right IFG might represent the innate self-other equivalence in intention in action (Meltzoff, 2007) , which in turn provides a "like-me" framework. Within the "like-me" framework, it has been argued that internal representations of actions are shared between the self and others (shared representations of action [SRA]), and this integration of information about one's own actions, and those of others, might involve the IFG. Recently, de Vignemont and Haggard (2008) argued that SRA are represented within the motor system. Within the hierarchical model of motor control, SRA involve intentional representations of action prior to the dispatch of a motor command. SRA allow the observer to internalize someone else's actions as if he or she were the agent, and not just an external witness, providing the first-person perspective (de Vignemont and Haggard, 2008) .We suggest that the right IFG is the site of the neural representation of the "shared space of common psychological ground" mediated by eye gaze.
eye-cue effect In the rIght Ifg
In present study, the right IFG also showed the eye-cue effect (Figures 4D,E) , consistent with previous studies. Passive viewing of averted eye movements activates the IFG, and more prominently ball changes color from red to blue, attention is shifted in a stimulus-driven (exogenous) way. Eye-gaze cueing was presented centrally, possibly requiring participants to shift attention voluntarily (endogenously) to the cued location, and hence producing a longer RT (Vecera and Rizzo, 2006) . Furthermore, the RT to ball cueing was elongated when the subject was instructed to fixate the target opposite to the cued one. This elongation might represent the additional workload in suppressing a reflexive attentional shift. The RT with eye cueing did not show such an effect, suggesting that the component of reflexive shift (Friesen and Kingstone, 1998; Driver et al., 1999; Hietanen, 1999; Langton and Bruce, 1999; Ricciardelli et al., 2002 ) is relatively small, at least in the protocol employed in the present study.
synchronIzatIon In the rIght Ifg
To depict the between-subject synchronization of the regional neural activity, we utilized innovations. A previous study revealed that the innovation was qualitatively similar to "continuous" resting-state the right hemisphere (Pelphrey et al., 2005a) . The function of the right IFG is related to the unconscious mimicry of the face (Leslie et al., 2004) . The right IFG is also related to the self-other distinction (Sugiura et al., 2006) , and self evaluation (Morita et al., 2008) , constituting part of a putative self-network, which is thought to be linked to the theory-of-mind network with which it shares neural substrates (Keenan et al., 2000) , specifically in the right prefrontal cortex (Platek et al., 2004) . The IFG is presumed to be the potential human homolog of area F5 in macaques, which is a region containing "mirror neurons," or neurons that characteristically increase in firing rate both upon execution of internally generated actions and upon observation of external actions (Gallese et al., 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) . Although the details of the relationship between the inter-subject synchronization and the mirror system remain to be investigated in future studies, these lines of evidence and the present findings suggest that the right IFG is pivotal to the shared representation of the gaze that might enhance the detection of the social attentional signal.
actIvatIon of the attentIon-related areas
In the present study, the attention-related areas showed an eye effect or eye × sharing interaction effect. Peak activation caused by the eye-cueing effect was seen at (6, 22, 44) in MNI coordinates, in the prMFC. The prMFC has been implicated in the continuous internal monitoring of action, and particularly in the processing of ambiguous response feedback (Amodio and Frith, 2006) . Its function might therefore be related to the monitoring of both one's own eye movements and those of others. The mPFC is known to have a direct connection with the pSTS (Ban et al., 1991) , which is the part of the general post-perceptual system that is involved in processing the actions of external agents (Calder et al., 2002) . Hence, the prMFC might be related to the higher processing of the eye signal. The prMFC is located posterior to the anterior rostral MFC (arMFC) which is related to the theory-ofmind process (see Amodio and Frith, 2006 , for a review). Using fMRI, Williams et al. (2005) showed that joint attention was associated with activity in the arMFC at (10, 46, 20) in Talairach's coordinates and (10.1, 46.3, 24. 2) in MNI coordinates, converted by the Brett formula 2 . Calder et al. (2002) reported that without making an explicit judgment, effects were observed in the arMFC at (2, 42, 36) in Talairach's coordinates and (2.0, 41.4, 41.4) in MNI coordinates, when comparing an averted eye-gaze condition with a direct-gaze condition. These previous reports suggest that the activation of the arMFC is related to the implicit interpretation of the averted gaze regarding the shift of the person's attention, which is a process that recruits the ToMM ( BaronCohen, 1995) . In the present study, the focus of the task was on the on-line detection of the subtle change in the direction of the gaze of the partnered participant in order to shift the gaze toward the target, thus causing a more prominent monitoring workload, leading to more prominent activation in the prMFC rather than the arMFC.
The IPS is part of a network for voluntary (top-down) attentional control, along with the bilateral superior frontal and parietal cortices (Hopfinger et al., 2000) . The posterior IPS is the putative human equivalent of the macaque lateral intraparietal area (LIP), which is a region involved in attention and control of eye movement (Grefkes and Fink, 2005) . Non-human primate studies have shown that the LIP contains a salience map, which is a representation of the relative importance of different parts of the visual field (Gee et al., 2008) . By way of a saccade signal, driven by activity in the FEF or other prefrontal areas, the LIP creates a representation of a saccadic endpoint in its salience map (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003) . Thus, this region is a strong candidate for the neural comparator of dyadic relations (or, the relation between the partner and the object, and the relation between the self and the object) that might constitute a part of the SAM.
occIPIto-teMPoral actIvatIon
In addition to this attention-related activation, the eye-cueing effect was also observed in the occipito-temporal areas, probably related to the perceptual process of the eye gaze as a biological motion. Activation in the occipital pole is close to the recently reported kinetic occipital area (KO) known to process both shape and motion information (Orban et al., 1995; Dupont et al., 1997) . The activation extends anteriorly, including the lateral occipital area (LO), which is thought to have a role in object representation (Malach et al., 1995; Grill-Spector et al., 1998 , 1999 . As perception of animacy via visual motion cues is represented in the presumed KO and LOC (Morito et al., 2009) , biological motion such as eye gaze might also be processed in these early visual areas, probably corresponding to ID. STS activation has been reported (Pelphrey et al., 2005b) using an averted gaze signal without a directed goal. These activation patterns are consistent with a recent computational model of biological motion perception, which proposes that the posterior STS integrates form information from a "ventral" pathway and motion information from a "dorsal" pathway (Giese and Poggio, 2003) .
In summary, the present study revealed that the exchange of social attention through the eye gaze was partly represented by the inter-subject synchronization of the neural activity in the right IFG, shedding light on the neural mechanisms of intersubjectivity based on the view of the brain as an operating-onits-own system.
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